Random Forest Based on Local Experts [1]

1. **Block-based representation**
   - We use a richer representation than usual such as HOG-LBP [2].

2. **Local patch selection**
   - Each node of the tree automatically selects the local patch that is found to be the most discriminant one, based on the subset of samples received.

3. **Weak learner optimization**
   - The optimization at each node is carried out by a discriminant optimizer such as the linear SVM learner.

Real-Time Pedestrian detection

- **Image acquisition**
- **Candidate generation pruning**
- **Feature extraction**
- **Soft cascade**

- **We remove all the candidate windows whose relationship vertical position vs scale is not physically plausible [3].**
- **The block-based descriptor is reused by all the experts of the ensemble.**
- **Efficiency through a soft cascade architecture [4].**

Performance Evaluation

- Miss rate versus false positive per image curves in the INRIA, Daimler, ETH and Caltech testing. For the Caltech testing dataset we show results for the reasonable subset. We use the Caltech evaluation toolkit [5] to evaluate and compare our method with the state-of-the-art.

Summary

- A new approach based on local experts by means of a random forest
  - Efficiency comparable with the state-of-the-art
  - Ranked in the top positions in terms of accuracy in several datasets
  - Robust to partial occlusions

- Advantages:
  - No manual labeling is needed for the body parts
  - No semantic spatial components are required
  - No additional data coming from motion, multi-resolution or stereo
  - Can be easily extended to other objects

Time Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>SoftCascade (D1)</th>
<th>SC+CGC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOG</td>
<td>0.15 fps</td>
<td>0.60 fps</td>
<td>1.50 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP</td>
<td>0.04 fps</td>
<td>0.45 fps</td>
<td>0.85 fps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time comparison using Caltech dataset with multi-resolution pyramid set to 1.05 scale stride (C++ implementation). Using AVX instructions we reach 5.6 fps (HOG) and 4.6 fps (HOGLBP).

Partial Occlusions

Miss rate versus false positive per image curves in Caltech dataset results for the partial occlusion subset.
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